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Abstract 34 

 35 

Magnetotactic bacteria (MTB) intracellularly precipitate magnetite (Fe3O4) crystals that can 36 

be preserved in the geological record. When MTB die, the so-called magnetofossils constitute 37 

valuable proxies for paleoenvironmental reconstructions and are suspected to represent some 38 

of the oldest traces of biomineralization on Earth. Yet, the biogenicity of putative 39 

magnetofossils found in ancient terrestrial and extra-terrestrial samples is still largely debated 40 

and their significance for past climate still holds uncertainties. Here we studied a sedimentary 41 

sequence from the Indian Ocean (ODP Hole 711A) recording the Middle Eocene Climatic 42 

Optimum (MECO) through which a magnetofossil-rich interval was deposited. We 43 

investigated for the first time the potential of Fe isotopes as a biosignature in magnetofossils 44 

and thoroughly describe MECO related paleoenvironmental disruptions based on major and 45 

trace element concentrations. Bulk sediment Fe isotopes showed limited variations, with 46 

δ56Fe around -0.13 ± 0.04 ‰ (n=24), linked to detrital iron rather than MTB activity. Hence, a 47 

sequential chemical extraction protocol was applied to determine the specific composition of 48 

magnetite. We discuss analytical biases related to this protocol (i.e. partial phyllosilicate and 49 

Mn-oxide leaching) and apply corrections to the data. Outside the magnetofossil-rich interval, 50 

Fe isotope compositions of oxides (mainly biotic and/or abiotic magnetites and possibly Fe 51 

coprecipitated with Mn-oxides) display a small range averaging -0.54±0.05 ‰, and are 52 

interpreted as reflecting dominantly hydrothermal contribution, a conclusion also supported 53 

by prominent Eu anomaly. In contrast, the magnetofossil-rich interval shows larger δ56Fe 54 

variability in oxides, from -0.12 to -0.94 ‰, decreasing upwards in the stratigraphic section. 55 

This interval likely records enhanced Fe supply from atmospheric fallout, increase in 56 

biological productivity (illustrated by increased Ba accumulation rate) and subsequent 57 

development of ferruginous conditions in the sediment porewater. Covariations of Fe isotope 58 

compositions and Mn/Fe ratios can be explained by a vertical migration of a redox front and 59 

associated diagenetic modifications. Precipitation of barite (BaSO4) in the sediments after 60 

organic matter decay probably favored the preservation of magnetofossils by decreasing SO4
2- 61 

concentration in porewaters and subsequent H2S production, which usually dissolve magnetite 62 

in the sulfidic zone. Finally, we model the evolution of porewater fluid and estimate Fe 63 

isotope fractionation between magnetofossils and fluid to ∆56Femag-Fe(II)aq = 0.1-0.3 ‰, a value 64 

significantly different from abiotic magnetite fractionation (~ 1.5 ‰). Contrasting with recent 65 

results on MTB laboratory culture, no mass independent fractionation of Fe isotopes was 66 



observed in the present study. Nevertheless, the diverse geochemical proxies presented here 67 

provide important constraints on paleoclimate and magnetofossil biogenicity evaluation. 68 

 69 

 70 

1. INTRODUTION 71 

 72 

The Middle Eocene Climatic Optimum (MECO) is a global warming episode (+4-6 °C; Bijl et 73 

al., 2010) that cut through the Eocene long-term cooling trend about 40 Ma ago. It has been 74 

interpreted as reflecting increased atmospheric pCO2 (by a factor of 2 to 3) and lasted ~500 75 

ka, as defined by the negative excursion observed in �
18O values from worldwide marine 76 

carbonates (Bohaty and Zachos, 2003; Bijl et al., 2010; Bohaty et al., 2009). The MECO 77 

differs from other Paleocene and Eocene hyperthermal events by its duration and timing, and 78 

because the overall carbon cycle and the origin of the event are poorly understood (Bohaty et 79 

al., 2009; Sluijs et al., 2013; van der Ploeg et al., 2018; Giorgioni et al., 2019). A direct 80 

consequence of increasing pCO2 is an acidification of the oceans and therefore an increase of 81 

carbonate dissolution through shallowing of calcite compensation depth (CCD) recorded 82 

worldwide (Bohaty et al., 2009; Pälike et al., 2012). Additionally, changes in surface nutrients 83 

cycling, biotic conditions, primary productivity and organic matter export have been reported 84 

in many near-shore environments (Spofforth et al., 2010; Luciani et al., 2010; Toffanin et al., 85 

2010; Witkowski et al., 2012; 2014; Boscolo Galazzo et al., 2015; Moebius et al., 2014; 86 

2015). 87 

Similarly as for the Paleocene Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM), sediments recording the 88 

MECO have been associated to magnetofossil deposits (Chang et al., 2012; Savian et al., 89 

2014; 2016). Magnetofossils are fossilized magnetite or greigite crystals, initially precipitated 90 

from magnetotactic bacteria (MTB). The magnetic crystals are organized as chains, allowing 91 

MTB to orientate themselves along the Earth’s magnetic field, which facilitates their search 92 

for optimal conditions. These conditions correspond to low oxygen contents, at or near redox 93 

boundaries, and high concentration of nutrients like iron (Bazylinski and Frankel, 2003; 94 

Komeili, 2012; Lefèvre and Bazylinski, 2013). Because they are bound to such contexts of 95 

formation, deposition and preservation, magnetofossils constitute important proxies for redox, 96 

biogeochemical and magnetic characterization of paleoenvironments (Kopp and Kirschvink, 97 

2008; Roberts, 2015). More specifically, magnetofossils have been used to trace variations in 98 

paleoproductivity, oceans circulation, stratification, temperature or dissolved Fe availability 99 



as well as diagenetic redox conditions or glacial/inter-glacial cycles (e.g. Hesse, 1994; 100 

Dinarès-Turell et al., 2003; Kopp et al., 2007; Schumann et al., 2008; Roberts et al., 2011, 101 

Roberts, 2015). 102 

Promoted by natural selection, this advantage of biologically-controlled mineralization has 103 

persisted through time and evolution, favoring distinctive features among MTB-biominerals 104 

compared to abiogenic magnetites (Chang and Kirschvink, 1989; Kopp and Kirschvink, 2008; 105 

Lin et al., 2017). In this paper, we will focus on magnetites, biologically formed greigites will 106 

not be discussed further. Biomagnetites formed by MTB are characterized by (i) narrow size 107 

and shape distributions, (ii) chemical purity and crystallographic perfection, (iii) presence of 108 

chains, and (iv) unusual morphologies (Bazylinski and Frankel, 2003; Kopp and Kirschvink, 109 

2008; Jimenez-Lopez et al., 2010; Jovane et al., 2012; Amor et al., 2020). Other features such 110 

as magnetic parameters can serve for the detection of magnetites produced by MTB, notably, 111 

the presence of single domain particles (Kopp and Kirschvink 2008; Savian et al. 2016; Amor 112 

et al., 2020). Nevertheless, these criteria of biogenicity can be called into question and have 113 

been vigorously debated for magnetites found in old Martian and terrestrial rocks (Thomas-114 

Kerpta et al., 2000; Golden et al., 2004; Jimenez-Lopez et al., 2010). Any individual criterion 115 

is not sufficient by itself to meet consensus on these questions but a compilation of cross-116 

checking evidences is required. Within that framework, oxygen and iron isotopes represent 117 

new possible biosignatures (Mandernack et al., 1999; Jimenez-Lopez et al., 2010; Amor et al., 118 

2016, 2018, 2020).  119 

Recently, the MTB strain Magnetospirillum magneticum AMB-1 was shown to produce 120 

magnetosomes (i.e. magnetite crystals enveloped in a lipid bilayer membrane) strongly 121 

depleted in heavy iron isotopes (by ~ 2 ‰) relative to the growth medium, as well as a unique 122 

mass-independent isotope fractionation on 57Fe (Amor et al., 2016, 2018). This contrasts with 123 

abiotic magnetite, which is enriched in heavy Fe isotope by ~1.5‰ and with no isotopic 124 

anomaly (Johnson et al., 2005; Frierdich et al., 2014). The MTB strains MS-1 and MV-1 125 

produced magnetites with temperature dependent fractionation of oxygen isotopes but 126 

different from abiotic magnetite (Mandernack et al., 1999). Besides providing additional 127 

criteria for biogenicity determination, isotope analyses of magnetite represent more 128 

quantitative evidences and are potentially less affected by diagenesis and early metamorphism 129 

than morphological and physical criteria (Vali and Kirschvink, 1989; Amor et al., 2020). Iron 130 

isotopes have been used in previous studies to deduce the presence of Fe(III)-reducing and/or 131 

Fe(II)-oxidizing metabolisms in the Precambrian (Archer and Vance, 2006; Johnson et al. 132 



2008a; Planavsky et al., 2009; Marin-Carbonne et al., 2020) and may be a valuable tool for 133 

the search of MTB in the rock record. Moreover, it can be applied to reconstruct paleo-134 

environmental modifications (e.g. Rouxel et al., 2005; Planavsky et al., 2009; Kurzweil et al., 135 

2016; Eickmann et al., 2018; Heard and Dauphas, 2020) and distinguish them from diagenetic 136 

effects related to sediment burial (Marin-Carbonne et al., 2014). 137 

The occurrence of magnetofossils in relation with sediments recording an extreme 138 

paleoclimate event (i.e. the MECO) represents a great opportunity to investigate both 139 

magnetofossil geochemical signatures as biogenicity criteria and related paleoenvironmental 140 

changes. While the magnetic response to hyperthermal events like the MECO (i.e. increase of 141 

conventional and “giant” magnetofossils deposition due to environmental changes) has been 142 

widely documented (Kopp et al., 2007; Lippert and Zachos, 2007; Schumann et al., 2008; 143 

Chang et al., 2012; Savian et al., 2014, 2016), geochemical characterization of MECO 144 

sediments beyond carbon and oxygen isotopes is sparse (Spofforth et al., 2010).  145 

In the present contribution, we studied for the first time the isotopic and geochemical 146 

signatures of magnetofossils in ancient sediments. Besides, we thoroughly describe the 147 

biogeochemical disruptions occurring in the Indian Ocean during the MECO. Iron isotopes 148 

and major and trace element concentrations were analyzed on both bulk sediments and 149 

specific fractions from sequential chemical extractions. Because chemical extraction 150 

procedures may induce some analytical biases (e.g. Oonk et al., 2017; Slotznick et al., 2020), 151 

we first discuss the reliability of our method and potential contaminations and apply 152 

numerical corrections to determine magnetite geochemical signature. Then, the results are 153 

used to characterize Fe biogeochemical cycle in the Indian Ocean during the MECO and 154 

examine MTB biosignatures and magnetofossils preservation in the sedimentary record. 155 

Finally, we discuss the data in terms of paleoenvironmental implications stemming from this 156 

climatic event. 157 

 158 

 159 

2. GEOLOGICAL SETTINGS AND SAMPLES 160 

 161 

The samples investigated in the present work are pelagic marine sediments recovered from 162 

Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) Hole 711A (Fig. 1), Madingley rise, Western Indian Ocean 163 

(Leg 115 - 2º44.56’S, 61º09.78’E). Site 711A lies at a water depth of ~ 4450 m about 700 km 164 

away from the central Indian ridge, Carlsberg ridge and Seychelles Plateau (Backman et al., 165 



1988). Retrieved sediments from ODP Hole 711A span a total period of ~ 45 Ma. The studied 166 

interval encompasses the MECO event (about 40 Ma ago), ranging from 188.5 to 180 meters 167 

below seafloor (mbsf; cores 20X and 19X, ~120 meters above the basaltic basement). It was 168 

deposited at a paleodepth below 3000 m in equatorial paleolatitudes, close to the spreading 169 

central Indian ridge, between the Indian and African plates (Fig. 1; Simmons, 1990; Bohaty et 170 

al., 2009; Savian et al., 2013; Fioroni et al., 2015). A total of 31 samples, regularly spaced 171 

(10-40 cm) through the Hole 711A drill core material, was analyzed. The sediments are 172 

composed mainly of clayey/clay-bearing nannofossils chalks and clay-bearing radiolarian 173 

oozes (Fig. 2A; Backman et al., 1988). A change in mineralogy from calcareous to siliceous 174 

reflects a drop in the CaCO3 mass accumulation rate (MAR) that would have resulted from an 175 

acidification of the oceans during the MECO (Bohaty et al., 2009). In our samples, this 176 

dramatic change in mineralogy is illustrated by CaCO3 concentrations ranging from about 0.5 177 

to 90 wt % (Fig. 2B). Magnetic characterization of Hole 711A sediments has been performed 178 

and interpreted as an enrichment in magnetofossils from ~ 187 to 184 mbsf (Savian et al., 179 

2016). Transmission electron microscope (TEM) images of magnetofossils from ODP Hole 180 

711A have been reported in previous studies (e.g. Fig. 2 in Chang et al., 2012; Fig. 6 in 181 

Savian et al., 2016). The well-constrained transition from magnetofossils-poor to 182 

magnetofossils-rich sediments, and reverse, is ideal for (1) testing iron isotopes as a potential 183 

biosignature for MTB and (2) investigating the link between environmental changes and MTB 184 

abundance and preservation. For this purpose, we define and discuss thereafter three distinct 185 

stratigraphic intervals: the magnetofossil-poor sediments from 188.49 to 187.1 and from 184 186 

to 180 mbsf referred to as zones MP1 and MP2, respectively, and the magnetofossil-rich 187 

sediments from 187.1 to 184 mbsf as zone MR (Fig. 2 and 4). Following this notation, the 188 

start of MR zone represents the MECO at its peak (Savian et al., 2013; Fioroni et al., 2015), 189 

though a precise definition of the event’s timing would require a more profound cyclo-, 190 

magneto-stratigraphic and astrochronological study of the core. 191 

 192 

 193 

3. ANALYTICAL METHODS 194 

 195 

The chemical and isotopic compositions of bulk sediments and several mineralogical fractions 196 

were determined to understand the magnetite formation mechanisms at Hole 711A, but also 197 

the sediments and geological context in which they formed. Thus, a sequential extraction 198 



protocol was applied to recover the different Fe-bearing phases present in our samples and 199 

notably magnetite (Bayon et al., 2002; Poulton and Canfield, 2005; Henkel et al., 2016). In 200 

order to adapt this protocol to our samples, we examined their mineralogy based on X-ray 201 

diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) techniques as well as previous 202 

magnetic and microscopic studies about Hole 711A (Backman et al., 1988; Hempel and 203 

Bohrmann, 1990; Savian et al., 2016). 204 

 205 

3.1. Mineralogical analyses 206 

 207 

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) analyses were performed throughout the sedimentary sequence on 208 

crushed bulk and calcite-free (after 10 % acetic acid dissolution) powdered samples. Samples 209 

were grounded in an agate mortar (before and after acetic acid step), and deposited on a flat 210 

aluminum sample holder. The XRD measurements were carried out at University of Paris 211 

using a Panalytical Empyrean diffractometer equipped with a Cu anode and a multichannel 212 

X'celerator detector. Mineral identification was performed using the Highscore Plus 3.0 213 

software and two databases: ICSD (Inorganic Crystal Structure Database) and COD 214 

(Crystallography Open Database). All quantifications were done in “semi-quantification” 215 

mode, thus only providing rough relative estimates of the phase proportions. 216 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in back-scattered electron and secondary electron 217 

imaging modes were used to characterize the shape and chemical composition of our samples. 218 

Analyses were carried out in the electron microscopy platform at Institut de Physique du 219 

Globe de Paris (IPGP) using a Carl Zeiss EVO MA10 SEM. Standard operating conditions 220 

for SEM imaging and EDS analyses were 15 kV accelerating voltage, working distance of 12 221 

mm, and electron beam current of 2-3 nA. Samples were coated with a few nanometers of Au 222 

prior to analysis. 223 

 224 

3.2. Bulk sample digestion and sequential extraction protocol 225 

 226 

For bulk analyses, about 50 mg powdered samples were digested in 10 mL Teflon beakers 227 

following sequences of addition, heating and evaporation of concentrated HF-HNO3-HCl 228 

acids (Table S1; Dauphas et al., 2009). 229 

Sequential extraction procedures have been developed and modified for more efficiency since 230 

the 60s, and are routinely applied in laboratories although they are not entirely selective phase 231 

dissolution (Henkel et al., 2016 and references therein). It is important to optimize the applied 232 



method and be aware of potential analytical biases (Tessier and Campbell, 1988; Nirel and 233 

Morel, 1990; Slotznick et al., 2020). Because the mineralogy of our samples is quite 234 

straightforward with regard to Fe-minerals, we selected and applied protocol steps from 235 

previous studies targeting phases of interest (Bayon et al., 2002; Poulton and Canfield, 2005; 236 

Henkel et al., 2016). Between 100 and 450 mg of the powdered samples were loaded in 237 

Falcon® tubes for centrifugation at the end of each step of sequential dissolution. Leachates 238 

solutions were filtered (pore diameter of 0.45 µm) for further chemical treatment. Residual 239 

fractions were rinsed and agitated with deionized water (that was centrifuged/poured out) and 240 

dried before further treatment.  241 

Calcium carbonate (calcite) made up to ~ 90 wt % of some of our samples and was the first 242 

targeted phase. They were removed by reacting with 10% acetic acid (shown to have little to 243 

no effect on magnetite while quantitatively dissolving calcium carbonates; Bayon et al., 2002) 244 

for 4h in an ultrasonic bath (~10 mL of solution for 100 mg of sample; Bayon et al., 2002; 245 

Kryc et al., 2003). Leachate solutions were dried and dissolved in 0.3 M HNO3 for major and 246 

trace elements analysis. 247 

Magnetite was the major non-silicate Fe-bearing phase (see Results). Hence, no Fe-248 

(oxyhydr)oxide extraction was carried out and magnetite was extracted directly after calcite 249 

via a 0.2 M ammonium oxalate + 0.17 M oxalic acid solution (OA-AO; McKeague and Day, 250 

1966; Kostka and Luther, 1994; Poulton and Canfield, 2005; Henkel et al., 2016). 60 mg of 251 

ascorbic acid was added to the solution before reaction with the sample for quantitative 252 

reduction and dissolution of magnetite. The pH of the acid oxalate solution is 2.1, which is in 253 

the low range of values proposed in the literature, but only minor differences have been found 254 

when changing pH from 2 to 3 (McKeague and Day, 1966). OA-AO extracts were 255 

subsequently oxidized (from Fe(II) to Fe(III)) with nitric and perchloric acid at 120℃, 256 

evaporated and then dissolved in 1M HNO3 for major and trace element measurements and Fe 257 

isotope chemistry. Prior to column chromatography for Fe isotope measurement, Fe was 258 

precipitated and separated from the matrix using NH4OH, following the method described by 259 

Henkel et al. (2016). This precipitation step is required when leachate solutions are prepared 260 

for subsequent isotopic analysis. It prevents from mass bias effects during isotope 261 

measurements due to overwhelming concentrations of salts in solutions. We verified that the 262 

procedure did not fractionate Fe isotopes by measuring the isotope composition of an internal 263 

standard (pure iron solution) mixed with the different reactants of the protocol and then 264 

processed through chemistry (Fe-precipitation and column chromatography). Six replicate 265 

analyses demonstrated that the standard was identical to its accepted values within uncertainty 266 



(±0.02‰ for δ56Fe values and ±0.04‰ for δ57Fe values). All Fe isotope measurements from 267 

oxalate fractions were duplicated (including full chemical processing). 268 

Finally, after magnetite extraction, silicates and pyrite would be the remaining Fe-bearing 269 

phases to extract (e.g Poulton and Canfield, 2005). However, pyrite was absent or minor in 270 

our samples (see Results). The insoluble residual fraction (thereafter referred to as ‘HF 271 

fraction’) was fully dissolved in concentrated HF-HCl-HNO3 mixtures. 272 

 273 

 274 

3.3. Major and trace element measurements  275 

 276 

Major and trace element concentrations were measured on bulk samples and chemical 277 

extracts. All samples were dissolved and diluted by a factor of 250-500 in 0.3 M HNO3 for 278 

analysis. Elemental concentrations were assessed using an Agilent 7900 quadrupole ICP-MS 279 

at IPGP. Elements with masses between that of sodium (23) and arsenic (75) were measured 280 

using a collision-reaction cell with helium gas (5mL/min) to remove polyatomic interferences. 281 

All other elements were measured without collision gas. Scandium, indium and rhenium 282 

internal standards were injected after inline mixing with the samples to correct for signal drift 283 

and matrix effects. The reported uncertainties were calculated using the algebraic propagation 284 

of blank subtraction and sample count standard deviations (n=3) and are negligible if not 285 

specified.  286 

 287 

3.4. Iron isotope analysis 288 

 289 

Chemical separation of Fe from the matrix was achieved on bulk samples and chemical 290 

extracts by column chromatography using an AG1-X8 200-400 mesh anion-exchange resin 291 

and HCl medium (for details, see Table S1; Dauphas et al., 2004). The complete procedure of 292 

Fe separation was always repeated twice for a better purification, although it might slightly 293 

reduce the purification yield (83% on average bulk samples). Extracted Fe was dissolved in 294 

2% HNO3 for subsequent MC-ICP-MS analysis. 295 

 296 

Iron isotope measurements were carried out at IPGP on a Neptune+ ThermoFinningan MC-297 

ICP-MS. We used a stable introduction system (SIS) and the high-resolution mode to avoid 298 

polyatomic argon interferences (Weyer and Schwieters, 2003). The four stable Fe isotopes 299 

(masses 54, 56, 57 and 58) were measured simultaneously in order to evaluate potential mass-300 



independent fractionations (MIF), and52Cr and 60Ni concentrations were monitored to correct 301 

for potential contamination of 54Cr and 58Ni on 54Fe and 58Fe respectively (Schönberg and van 302 

Blanckenburg, 2005). 303 

 304 

For correction of instrumental mass fractionation, a standard-sample bracketing method 305 

(SSB) was used (Belshaw et al., 2000; Schönberg and van Blanckenburg, 2005). The Fe 306 

isotope composition was expressed in per mil as:  307 

 308 

δxFe = (xFe/54Fesample / xFe/54Festandard - 1) × 1000 (‰)  (1) 309 

where x states for 56, 57 or 58, and the standard is IRMM-014, a synthetic metallic iron from 310 

Institut for Reference Materials and Measurements (Taylor and McLennan, 1995), with 311 

chondritic composition (Dauphas et al., 2009). Mass independent fractionation were evaluated 312 

from the capital delta notation expressed as: 313 

∆57Fe = δ57Fe – 1000 × ((1 + δ56Fe /1000)β57-1) (‰)   (2) 314 

β57 corresponds to the variation of 57Fe/54Fe and 56Fe/54Fe mass ratios (i.e. 1.475) (Young et 315 

al., 2002; Amor et al., 2016).  316 

 317 

Through all MC-ICP-MS sessions of the present study, external reproducibility (2σ interval), 318 

including weighing, chemical dissolution and Fe extraction, on granite geostandard AC-E was 319 

±0.02 and ±0.04 ‰ for δ56Fe and δ57Fe (n=4), respectively. External reproducibility (2σ 320 

interval) on our internal standard ISVB including reaction with the extracting solvents, Fe-321 

precipitation and chemical extraction was ±0.03 ‰ for both δ56Fe and δ57Fe (n=6). Analytical 322 

blanks represented at most 0.8% of Fe in the oxalate fraction and less than 0.1% for bulk and 323 

HF fraction samples. 324 

 325 

4. RESULTS 326 

 327 

4.1. Mineralogy of the sediments from Hole 711A 328 

 329 

In samples from MP1 and MP2 zones, XRD analyses confirmed the overwhelming presence 330 

of calcite followed by halite (Fig. S1). Diffractograms from MR zone sediments also showed 331 

halite peaks but exhibited broader, poorly-defined peaks indicative of amorphous phases, 332 

likely corresponding to radiolarian ooze observed in SEM (Backman et al, 1988; Hempel and 333 



Bohrmann, 1990). Phase quantification and minor phases identification was inaccurate due to 334 

the presence of this amorphous opal material but XRD analyses still allowed for identification 335 

of major phases in carbonate-free sediments (see supplementary material). Through the whole 336 

section, they were composed mostly of opal, clays (smectites), barite and crystalline SiO2 337 

(detrital and authigenic quartz) as well as zeolite. Sample ‘187.02’, at the start of MR zone, 338 

contains substantial clinoptilolite (also reported by Hempel and Bohrmann, 1990), which is a 339 

zeolite type. Magnetite XRD peaks overlap those of smectite and were thus difficult to assess 340 

in most samples (with the possible exception of sample ‘187.02 mbsf’; see supplementary 341 

material, Fig. S2). However, magnetite crystals clearly dominate the magnetic signals of our 342 

samples and have been evidenced through TEM images (Chang et al., 2012; Savian et al., 343 

2016). Ferrihydrite, goethite and hematite as well as pyrite were not detectable from XRD 344 

diffractograms. SEM confirmed the presence of phases detected in XRD and put light on two 345 

distinct Fe-rich and Fe-depleted aluminosilicate phases, attributed to the aforementioned clay 346 

and zeolite, respectively (Fig. S3).  347 

 348 

4.2. Major and trace element geochemistry 349 

 350 

4.2.1. Bulk analyses 351 

 352 

Most changes in major and trace element abundances occur concomitantly with the 353 

stratigraphic shifts from calcareous to siliceous and reverse, at depths of ~ 187 and 184 mbsf 354 

respectively. CaCO3 content is about 90 wt % in MP1 and MP2 zones, and drops to ~ 0.5 wt 355 

% in MR zone (Fig. 2). In contrast, Fe concentration exhibits a sharp increase at the start of 356 

MR zone, from ~ 0.5 to 5.4 wt %, then averaging 1.7 wt % in the rest of this zone and 357 

decreasing to ~0.8 wt % in MP2 zone (Fig. 2, Table 1). Barium increases from about 0.1 to 358 

0.5 wt % (on average) between zones MP1/MP2 and MR, respectively, with a maximum 359 

value of 1.2 wt % at 186.91 mbsf (Table 1). Aluminum as well as most other elements depict 360 

similar trends. However, this mostly reflects variable dilution effects in carbonate-rich 361 

(MP1/MP2 zones) and carbonate-poor sediments (MR zone, Fig. 3). A normalization of major 362 

and trace element content to a detrital element such as Al or Zr enables to avoid this dilution 363 

effect and to recognize variations of an element that are not linked to detrital sources (e.g. 364 

Calvert and Pedersen, 1993). Unlike Fe concentrations, Fe/Al molar ratios only slightly 365 

increase towards the top profile (Fig. 2). They average 0.63 ±0.07 (n=29), close to the detrital 366 

Fe/Al ratio of the HF fraction (0.59 ±0.10, n=17). Moreover, bulk Fe concentrations are 367 



correlated to those of Al (Fig. 3) and are thus driven at first order by detrital phases through 368 

the stratigraphic sequence. 369 

 370 

Bulk samples show REE+Y patterns (rare earth elements + yttrium) with both negative 371 

cerium anomaly (Ce*) and positive europium anomaly (Eu*). Eu* is defined as EuSN / 372 

(0.66×SmSN + 0.33×TbSN) where ‘SN’ stands for ‘shale normalized’ (Taylor and McLennan, 373 

1995). For Eu* calculation, we use ‘Tb’ rather than ‘Gd’ because seawater can have a slight 374 

positive Gd anomaly (Planavsky et al., 2010) and thus hinder a possible Eu*. Ce* is defined 375 

as CeSN / (0.5×LaSN + 0.5×PrSN) but we also use Pr anomaly (Pr*) to decipher between true 376 

negative Ce* and apparent negative Ce* (Bau and Dulski, 1996; Planavski et al., 2010), 377 

which can arise from the existence of a positive lanthanum anomaly. All our bulk Ce* 378 

represented true negative Ce anomalies (Fig. S4). Samples from MR zone have similar 379 

REE+Y patterns compared to older and more recent sediments (from MP1 and MP2 zone, 380 

respectively) but slightly differ in terms of Eu* and Ce* peak magnitudes and total REE 381 

abundance relative to average shale value (Fig. 5, Table 1). This reflects the absence of 382 

carbonates in this zone, which otherwise would bring the bulk signature toward a strong 383 

negative Ce* and weak positive Eu*. 384 

 385 

4.2.2. Acetic Acid extracts 386 

 387 

Because calcium carbonate is not present in the samples from MR zone, its chemical variation 388 

can only be discussed for MP1 and MP2 zones. REE+Y patterns of samples from MP1 and 389 

MP2 zones exhibit a strong negative Ce* (~ 0.3) and a small positive Eu* (~1.3). We cannot 390 

exclude that this latter could result from slight detrital contamination. The Ce* values are 391 

consistent with those of the upper part of the Indian Ocean water column (Byrne and 392 

Sholkovitz, 1996) and therefore with a shallow precipitation from phytoplankton. Fe 393 

concentrations in the acetic fraction vary between 20 and 50 ppm, and represent a very minor 394 

proportion of total Fe (i.e. Feacetic/Fetotal < 0.8%, Table S2). 395 

 396 

4.2.3. Oxalate extracts 397 

 398 

The oxalate fraction, which is supposed to represent magnetites, contains significant amounts 399 

of Al and Mn, with Fe/Al and Mn/Fe molar ratios ranging from 0.33 to 1.95 and 0.02 to 9, 400 

respectively. Fe/Al markedly increases at the time of the MECO around 187 mbsf (from 0.8 401 



to 2) but then decreases through the rest of MR zone (0.5) and increases above 1 towards the 402 

top of the profile (Fig. 4, Table 1). In contrast with bulk data, Fe in the oxalate fraction does 403 

not correlate with Al content (R2 = 0.15, figure not shown). Iron concentration varies from 404 

0.03 to 0.21 wt % (Feoxa/Fetotal between 3 and 14 %, Table S2). Mn/Al shows consistent 405 

values in MP1/MP2 zones (~ 1.5 ±0.3, n=8), a clear decrease at the start of MR zone (0.04) 406 

and a slight increase towards its end, with peaks at 184.92 and 184.1 mbsf (6.8 and 3.6, 407 

respectively) (Fig. 4, Table 1). Mn concentrations range from 0.04 to 0.11 wt % in MP1/MP2 408 

zones and from 0.001 to 0.97 % in MR zone. Ba/Al molar ratio shows a slight increase in MR 409 

zone compared to MP1/MP2, from 0.16 to 0.27 on average. Similarly, the sum of REE 410 

divided by Al increases from 0.001 to 0.03 on average between MR zone and MP1/MP2 411 

zones. Samples from MR zone show true negative Ce* (0.67 on average). Samples from 412 

MP1/MP2 zones show positive and apparent negative Ce* (due to positive La anomaly) (1.18 413 

on average). Positive Eu* rise up to 58 within MP1/MP2 zones and decrease within MR zone, 414 

yet always remaining above 1.50 (Table 1). 415 

 416 

4.2.4. HF extracts 417 

 418 

The HF fraction corresponds to the residual phases after acetic acid and oxalate digestion, 419 

therefore consisting mostly of detrital silicate components. Fe/Al molar ratio shows a limited 420 

range of variation averaging 0.60±0.14 in MP1/MP2 zones and 0.55±0.05 in MR zone (Table 421 

1). Fe concentrations vary from 0.4 to 4.4 wt % (FeHF/Fetotal between 86 and 96 %, Table S2). 422 

Mn/Al ratio averages 0.02±0.01 in MP1/MP2 zones, and 0.01±0.004 in MR zone with notably 423 

a clear decrease at 187.02 mbsf. Ba/Al molar ratio increases in MR zone relative to zones 424 

MP1 and MP2, from 0.02 to 0.06 on average, with notably a clear increase at 187.02 mbsf. 425 

Usual detrital elements like Ti and Zr are well correlated throughout the profile but show a 426 

significant increase relative to Al content in MR zone (Table S3). 427 

REE/Al ratios mark a clear increase at the start of MR zone that progressively returns to pre-428 

MECO values and end up with a limited increase towards the top. The HF fraction exhibits 429 

strong positive Eu* between ~ 2 and 10, decreasing from 5 to 2.5 at 187.02 mbsf. We find 430 

true negative Ce* within MR zone (0.66 on average), positive Ce* in MP1 zone and more 431 

neutral to negative Ce* in MP2 zone (0.92 on average). 432 

 433 

 434 

4.3. Fe isotope geochemistry 435 



 436 

Iron isotope compositions were measured on three different fractions (bulk, oxalate and HF 437 

fractions) of the sediments throughout the entire profile. Bulk Fe isotope data show very little 438 

variations along the stratigraphic profile (-0.13 ± 0.04 ‰, n=24) and more specifically do not 439 

show any variations correlated to the magnetofossils rich layer (MR zone, Fig. 2, Table 2). In 440 

contrast, Fe isotope compositions of the oxalate fraction (all duplicated) are roughly constant 441 

in MP1 and MP2 zones (with mean �
56Fe of -0.49 ± 0.04 ‰, n=8) but depict a clear 442 

stratigraphic trend within the MR zone, decreasing upward from -0.18 to -0.79 ‰ (average -443 

0.45 ± 0.23 ‰, n=9, Fig. 4, Table 2). Iron extracted by the HF dissolution step shows a 444 

limited range of variation of �56Fe value around -0.08 ± 0.06 ‰ (n=17) and no relation to the 445 

stratigraphic layers (Fig. 2, Table 2). The �
56Fe values near 0‰ observed in bulk and HF 446 

fractions are in good agreement with detrital Fe phases from the average continental crust 447 

(Beard and Johnson, 2004; Johnson et al., 2008b). In contrast to recent findings in magnetite 448 

from magnetotactic bacteria (Amor et al., 2016, 2018), no Fe isotope anomaly was observed 449 

in any of the fractions analyzed herein (i.e. ∆57Fe ≈ 0‰). 450 

 451 

 452 

5. DISCUSSION 453 

 454 

5.1. Efficiency and corrections of the sequential extraction protocol 455 

 456 

The lack of clear �56Fe trends within the stratigraphic profile of bulk sediments at Hole 711A 457 

(Fig. 2), and especially within the MR zone - where magnetofossil abundance increases 458 

(Savian et al., 2016) - points out the need for a phase specific analysis of Fe isotopes in order 459 

to trace the signature of magnetotactic bacteria (MTB). Sequential extraction procedures have 460 

been developed and used in previous studies to examine diverse biogeochemical reaction 461 

pathways, Fe-mineral phases and Fe sources (Henkel et al., 2016 and references therein). 462 

However, these extraction schemes are not universally applicable and require to consider the 463 

specific lithology of each sample (e.g. Oonk et al., 2017, Slotznick et al., 2020). Here we have 464 

adapted existing protocols to the mineralogy of our samples (see section 3.2). A cautious 465 

examination of the chemical composition of different extracts led us to question the efficiency 466 

of some of the protocol steps and if it faithfully reflects the isotopic composition of targeted 467 

mineral phases. In the following, we discuss the biases of the chemical procedure and how 468 



they were corrected before interpreting the data in terms of biosignatures and 469 

paleoenvironmental implications. 470 

 471 

 5.1.1. Evidence for multiple mineral phases in the “magnetite extract” 472 

 473 

The calcium carbonates contained in our samples were efficiently dissolved by reaction with 474 

acetic acid (Bayon et al., 2002; Kryc et al., 2003), as demonstrated by comparison between 475 

XRD diffractograms (Fig. S1). Perfectly defined calcite peaks were found before (with 476 

estimated concentration ~ 95%) versus not a single peak after. Acetic acid extracts resulted in 477 

Fe concentrations representing less than 0.8% of the total Fe and therefore did not dissolve 478 

significant portion of Fe-bearing phases. The most probable iron contamination to the 479 

magnetite extract pool would come from the silicate phases, and more specifically clays and 480 

zeolites. Previous studies have shown the ability of OA-AO solutions to partially dissolve 481 

clay based on pure-phase dissolution tests (from 1 to 10% of its Fe content; Kostka and 482 

Luther, 1994; Poulton and Canfield, 2005; supplementary material) or Sr isotope tracing 483 

(Winter et al., 1997; Bayon et al., 2002). However zeolite behavior through OA-AO 484 

dissolution in conditions similar to those of the present work has never been reported. 485 

 486 

In theory, Fe/Al molar ratios of magnetite and detrital silicate phases are drastically distinct 487 

since magnetite (Fe3O4) should contain no Al, while detrital silicates such as clays contain 488 

more Al than Fe. Fe/Al ratio can thus be used as a proxy of the phases dissolved in the oxalate 489 

extractions of our sample. Here, Fe/Al ratios are as low as 0.3 and reach up to 2, overlapping 490 

those of the HF fraction (0.4 to 0.9). Such low Fe/Al values can only result from partial 491 

dissolution of mineral phases other than magnetite. Although magnetite crystals dominate the 492 

magnetic signals of our samples (Savian et al., 2016), they are not the main contributors to 493 

bulk iron. Iron is essentially carried by the silicate phase, as demonstrated by (i) the linear 494 

correlation between bulk Fe and Al concentrations (Fig. 3), (ii) the similar Fe isotope 495 

compositions of bulk and HF fraction and (iii) the recovery rates of Fe between the different 496 

fractions (Table S2). Thus, even a low dissolution of silicate phases by the OA-AO attack 497 

would result in significant Fe contamination of magnetites. A correlation between Fe and Al 498 

concentrations of the oxalate fraction is not observed, which precludes a major contamination 499 

by Fe-bearing silicates, without, however, ruling out a subtle dissolution of silicate phases. A 500 

few samples are characterized by Fe/Al ratios lower in the oxalate fraction, (Fe/Al)oxa, than in 501 

the HF fraction, (Fe/Al)HF. This suggests that an Al-rich Fe-poor phase was dissolved during 502 



oxalate extraction in addition to the Fe-rich clay. This Al-rich Fe-poor mineral is likely 503 

clinoptilolite, a phase observed from our SEM and XRD analyses (see supplementary 504 

material) and previously reported in Hole-711A sediments (Hempel and Bohrmann, 1990). 505 

Clinoptilolite is an Fe-poor zeolite (Boles, 1972; Mascarenhas et al., 2010; Deer et al., 2013) 506 

and if it represents the main contaminant of (Fe/Al)oxa, it should mostly impact Al content but 507 

not �56Feoxa. We notice a marked difference in �
56Fe trends between the oxalate and bulk/HF 508 

fractions, suggesting that magnetite has a particular evolution, different from Fe silicate, 509 

throughout the stratigraphic profile. However, a contamination might conceal the true �
56Fe 510 

systematic of magnetites, in terms of absolute value and depth profile shape, in particular in 511 

samples where the magnetite Fe pool is low with respect to that of total Fe and thus Fe-512 

bearing clay. 513 

 514 

The elemental concentration data of the oxalate fraction also indicate that Mn-oxide was 515 

present as well. Indeed, most Mn concentrations of the oxalate fraction were in a similar 516 

range or even higher than that of Fe. Unlike Fe, Mn is not enriched in the HF fraction and is 517 

unlikely resulting from silicate leaching (average (Mn/Al)oxa ~ 1.36 vs (Mn/Al)HF ~ 0.01). 518 

Considering either oxic or anoxic conditions, solid Mn-phase other than MnO2 would not be 519 

found at typical seawater alkalinity levels (Calvert and Pederson, 1993). Moreover, no Mn-520 

carbonate was found through XRD. The significance of oxalate-extractable MnO2, notably for 521 

paleoredox insights, will be discussed later in the paper. 522 

 523 

 524 

 5.1.2. Assessing Fe isotope composition of Fe-Mn oxides 525 

 526 

Despite adaptation of existing protocols to our mineralogy, the chemical and isotopic 527 

composition of the OA-AO leach clearly consists of a mixture between magnetite and Mn-528 

oxide, and partially dissolved clay and zeolite. Assuming unambiguously depleted, slightly 529 

enriched and predominant iron contents for zeolites, clays and Fe-Mn oxides, respectively, the 530 

oxalate fraction relates to a 3-endmembers mixing system from which the Fe-Mn oxides 531 

isotopic signature can be calculated as a “silicate corrected” signature (�56Feoxides). Because 532 

manganese concentrations in the silicate and metal oxide phases are poorly constrained and/or 533 

hardly distinguishable from one another, a correction for Mn-oxides contamination was not 534 

possible. Nonetheless, five samples, all within the zone of particular attention for MTB (MR 535 

zone; 187.02, 186.92, 185.56, 185.49, 185.31 mbsf) can be extrapolated more closely to pure 536 



magnetite since Mn concentrations were negligible in all of them (see supplementary material 537 

for details on 185.31 mbsf). 538 

 539 

Numerical corrections using a 3-endmembers mixing approach were applied to determine the 540 

true �56Fe values and major/trace elements of Fe-Mn oxides and are presented in details in the 541 

supplementary material. The corrected �
56Feoxides values are reported in Table 2 and their 542 

stratigraphic distribution is represented in Figure 4f. Although, they preserve a similar profile, 543 

�
56Feoxides are slightly more negative and span a larger range of values than �56Feoxa, notably 544 

in MR zone (from -0.12 to -0.94 ‰, average -0.48 ± 0.31 ‰, 1SD). In MP1/MP2 zones, 545 

�
56Feoxides show a limited range of variation from -0.48 to -0.61 ‰ (average -0.54 ± 0.05 ‰, 546 

1SD). 547 

 548 

 549 

5.2. Origin of the iron isotope variations in Fe-Mn oxides 550 

 551 

 5.2.1. MP1/MP2 Zones 552 

 553 

Iron isotope compositions in the silicate-corrected oxalate fraction from MP1/MP2 zones can 554 

be attributed to biotic / abiotic magnetites and Fe coprecipitated with Mn-oxides (average 555 

Mn/Fe = 2.4 ± 0.6, n=8) in an oxic modern-like ocean. They fall in a very small range of 556 

isotopic compositions (Fig. 4f, average �
56Feoxides = -0.54 ± 0.05 ‰, n=8) while spreading 557 

over stratigraphic intervals of several meters (i.e. spanning over 2 Ma; Savian et al., 2013). 558 

This indicates that they formed through a reproducible process and from a stable Fe source, 559 

with limited variation of its Fe isotope composition through time. In modern oxic oceans, the 560 

primary sources of Fe are delivered from atmospheric dust particles and hydrothermal fluids 561 

(Jickells and Spokes, 2001; Moore and Braucher, 2008; Raiswell and Canfield, 2012). The 562 

�
56Feoxides calculated here cannot be explained by a purely detrital origin as such particles are 563 

characterized by a restricted range around 0 ± 0.1‰ (Beard and Johnson, 2004), similar to the 564 

values found in the residual HF fraction (Fig. 4, Table 1). Alternatively, recycling and 565 

fractionation of terrigenous reactive material (close to 0 ‰) through dissimilatory iron 566 

reduction (DIR), notably on continental shelves, could constitute a major Fe source to the 567 

ocean with negative �
56Fe (Elrod et al., 2004; Severmann et al., 2006; Staubwasser et al., 568 



2006). This has been proposed to explain the composition of ferromanganese crusts 569 

(Levasseur et al., 2004; Anbar and Rouxel, 2007). Although the contribution of DIR cannot 570 

be excluded in the present case, our data are more consistent with a significant hydrothermal 571 

contribution. First, our calculated �
56Feoxides fall in the typical range of hydrothermal fluid and 572 

associated fallout sediments that have isotopic compositions between -0.1 and -0.7 ‰, 573 

averaging -0.4 ‰ (e.g. Sharma et al., 2001; Severmann et al., 2004; Johnson et al., 2008b; 574 

Moeller et al., 2014). Then, a striking positive Eu* anomaly recorded in the oxalate leaches 575 

from MP1/MP2 zones (Table 1) is characteristic of hydrothermal fluid, due to Eu(II) leaching 576 

from basaltic material interacting with reduced high-T fluids (e.g. German et al., 1990; 577 

Klinkhammer et al., 1994). Eu* anomaly and Fe isotope composition thus suggest a strong 578 

hydrothermal influence. 579 

 580 

When vent fluids are released in oxic seawaters, hydrothermal Fe(II)aq may be quickly and 581 

quantitatively oxidized (McDuff, 1995; Field and Sherrell, 2000) such that isotopic 582 

compositions of particles in the neutrally buoyant plume and original source Fe(II)aq are 583 

essentially indistinguishable (Severmann et al., 2004; Moeller et al., 2014). These 584 

hydrothermal particles can then be transported and deposited over long distances hundreds of 585 

kilometers away (e.g. Chen et al., 1989; Clarkson et al., 2014). Alternatively, if the transfer of 586 

Fe from hydrothermal vent to neutrally buoyant plume is not fully conservative (possibly due 587 

to faster spreading ridges, more important fluid fluxes or lower Fe/H2S,…), Fe loss through 588 

rapid Fe-sulfide and/or Fe-oxyhydroxides fallout before all Fe(II) is oxidized may induce 589 

fractionation of the buoyant plume (Severmann et al., 2004; Bennett et al., 2009; Rouxel et 590 

al., 2008; 2016). In our samples, the strong positive Eu* anomaly and remarkably 591 

homogeneous �
56Feoxides from MP1 and MP2 zones (spanning 2 Ma, in complete oxic 592 

conditions, SD = 0.05 ‰, n=8) suggest that the particles mostly recorded the source 593 

composition, with limited secondary Fe isotope fractionation. In addition, Ce* signatures 594 

from our oxalate extracts evidence variable interactions of hydrothermal fluids with bottom 595 

seawaters. Ce* range from slightly apparent negative to positive anomalies (Fig. 5). Oxic 596 

waters usually display negative Ce* because Ce(IV) forms oxide particles and/or is 597 

preferentially adsorbed on Fe/Mn-oxyhydroxides, organic matter and clay surfaces (German 598 

and Elderfield, 1990; Byrne and Sholkovitz, 1996; Haley et al., 2004) compared to other 599 

REE(III). Particles forming in a hydrothermal plume will scavenge REE from both seawater 600 

and hydrothermal fluids, acquiring more or less the respective negative Ce* and positive Eu* 601 

anomalies depending on the degree of mixing (German et al., 1990; Byrne and Sholkovitz., 602 



1996; Chavagnac et al., 2005; Mascarenhas et al., 2010), a process supported by the 603 

correlation between Eu* and Ce* from MP1/MP2 zones (Fig. S5). 604 

 605 

In summary, Fe-Mn oxides from MP1/MP2 zones are dominated by particles from more or 606 

less diluted hydrothermal plumes, that interacted with oxic seawater for varying amounts of 607 

time. If Fe/Mn-oxides in this zone do not inform us about magnetofossil geochemical 608 

signatures, they provide a good constrain on the hydrothermal contribution to Hole 711A, 609 

which likely did not stop through MR zone and the MECO.  610 

 611 

 612 

 5.2.2. MR Zone 613 

 614 

The �
56Feoxides profile from MR zone is markedly different from that of the two other sections, 615 

located above and below, and perfectly matches the interval described as magnetofossils-rich 616 

based on magnetic data (Fig. 4f; Savian et al., 2016). The �
56Feoxides values show a significant 617 

decrease upwards, from -0.12 to -0.94 ‰. While the hydrothermal influence is still present, an 618 

additional source of Fe seems to contribute to the samples from MR zone, recording the 619 

MECO event. We discuss below the Fe source changes as well as diagenetic processes 620 

inducing Fe isotope variability in the oxide fraction of MR zone.  621 

 622 

 5.2.2.1. New iron supply 623 

 624 

As a result of rising global temperatures during hyperthermal events like the MECO, it has 625 

been proposed that surface waters nutrients and/or Fe fertilization increased due to (1) aeolian 626 

dust from drier regions (Roberts et al., 2011; Savian et al., 2014, 2016), (2) continental 627 

weathering and runoff from wetter regions (Spofforth et al., 2010; Luciani et al., 2010; 628 

Moebius et al., 2014) and/or (3) a change in ocean circulation (Witkowski et al., 2012; 629 

Moebius et al., 2014). Since the paleodepositionnal site of Hole 711A was located in pelagic 630 

domain of the open ocean, a large Fe contribution from continental runoff is unlikely. The 631 

present data rather support a scenario involving a new source of reactive Fe added to 632 

hydrothermal particles at the time of the MECO (samples 187.02 and 186.91 mbsf), and could 633 

correspond to enhanced atmospheric fallout. 634 

 635 

Firstly, although Eu* anomalies in the oxalate fraction of MR zone are still well above 1, they 636 



are on average 8 times smaller than in MP1/MP2 zones and thus indicate that hydrothermal 637 

influence was diminished or diluted by another component. Concomitantly, a marked increase 638 

of Fe concentrations from 0.03 to 0.21 wt % is observed at 187.02 mbsf, indicating that a new 639 

source of Fe was added to hydrothermal input already present in MP1 zone. Furthermore, Fe-640 

Mn oxides from MR zone recorded higher REE contents (as REE/Al) in comparison to 641 

hydrothermally dominated MP1/MP2 samples. This suggests that REE-enriched particles 642 

were delivered to Hole 711A sediments during the MECO event. They could have been 643 

Mn/Fe-oxyhydroxides, which are efficient in scavenging REE, while descending through the 644 

water column (German et al., 1990; Byrne and Sholkovitz, 1996; Ohta and Kawabe, 2001; 645 

Planavsky et al., 2010). In the HF fraction, usual detrital elements like Ti and Zr normalized 646 

by Al slightly increase within MR zone, also suggesting a different supply of detrital 647 

components. Fe isotopic composition of the source determined for MR zone from diagenetic 648 

modeling is consistent with this change in Fe supply (see section 5.2.2.2 below). Thus, 649 

sediments from Hole 711A record an additional supply of Fe consequently to the MECO, 650 

which probably influenced MTB activity and magnetofossils isotopic compositions. 651 

 652 

 653 

 5.2.2.2. Diagenetic processes and isotopic variability 654 

 655 

In addition to Fe source changes, redox perturbations induced isotopic variability within the 656 

authigenic oxide fraction of MR zone. The first samples deposited in this stratigraphic interval 657 

(187.02, 186.91, 185.56, 185.49 mbsf) have Mn/Fe ratios between 0.01 and 0.02 and are thus 658 

devoid of Mn-oxides. This leaves magnetite – most likely as magnetofossils (Savian et al., 659 

2016) - as the main mineral phase of the Fe-Mn oxide fraction at these depths. Upwards in 660 

MR zone, the general decrease of �
56Feoxides down to -0.94‰ cannot be inherited from a 661 

mixing of magnetofossils with a component enriched in Mn and light Fe isotopes since typical 662 

mixing diagram such as �56Feoxides vs Mn/Fe ratio should display a linear correlation, which is 663 

not observed. In contrast, a plot of �56Feoxides vs Mn/Fe ratio (as well as δ56Feoxides versus other 664 

typical hydrothermal metalloids Ni, Mo, V, Cu, Co, Ti and Zn normalized by Fe) exhibits 665 

well-defined logarithmic variation (R2=0.95 for Mn/Fe, Fig. 6). Only one sample (185.31 666 

mbsf) is outside of the correlation but is likely affected by post-depositional and/or side 667 

effects and was most likely devoid of Mn oxides at time of deposition (see supplementary 668 

material).  669 

 670 



Overall, the iron isotope composition of the Fe-Mn oxides fraction becomes lighter as the iron 671 

content decreases relative to these elements. The trend is compatible with a Rayleigh 672 

distillation process, where Fe in magnetite or associated to Mn oxides is progressively 673 

precipitated from a limited dissolved Fe reservoir. We modeled the concomitant decrease of 674 

�
56Feoxides and iron content relative to the aforementioned elements using Rayleigh equations 675 

as,  676 

�fluid = �0 + 1000  × (α - 1) × ln F        (3) 677 

and ∆fluid-oxide = �fluid - �oxide ≈ 1000 ln α      (4) 678 

where �0 and �fluid are the initial and residual Fe isotope compositions of the fluid, F is the Fe 679 

fraction remaining in the fluid (calculated relative to metals like Mn), α is the fractionation 680 

factor between fluid and oxides, ∆fluid-oxide is the Fe isotope fractionation between fluid and 681 

oxide, and �oxide is the isotope composition of the oxide precipitate. The best fit to our data is 682 

found for initial fluid composition of -0.36 ‰ and Fe isotope fractionation of +0.09 ‰ 683 

between fluid and precipitate (Fig. 6). Interestingly, the initial fluid composition determined 684 

by our model is higher than that estimated for hydrothermal sources at Hole 711A through 685 

MP1/MP2 zones (avg -0.54 ‰). This may reflect the input of an additional, heavy iron source 686 

during the MECO, which is consistent with the delivery of aeolian particulate Fe (with �56Fe 687 

near 0 ‰; Beard et al., 2003; Johnson et al., 2020) to the ocean at that time (Savian et al., 688 

2014; 2016). Iron isotope modeling thus supports the hypothesis of an additional atmospheric 689 

Fe supply during the MECO event. 690 

 691 

The global stratigraphic trend of Fe-Mn oxides in MR zone implies that conditions evolved 692 

from an Fe-rich to Fe-limited reservoir, relative to Mn enrichment upward. This can be 693 

explained by a shift from anoxic conditions in the lower part of MR zone to suboxic 694 

conditions in the upper part, until fully oxic conditions returned in MP2 zone. In detail, 695 

sediments from MR zone probably experienced vertical fluctuations of a redox front. This is 696 

well illustrated by Mn content variations along the stratigraphic profile (Table 1). High Mn 697 

concentrations of the sediments represent times of oxic to nitrogenous conditions while low 698 

Mn concentrations in sediments would have arisen under manganous or ferruginous 699 

conditions (Canfield and Thamdrup, 2009; Roberts, 2015). The dramatic decrease of Mn 700 

content at the start of MR zone, and increase higher than any other sample at 184.92 mbsf 701 

indicates that Fe-Mn oxyhydroxide particles dissolved under reducing conditions (Roberts, 702 

2015), such that Mn2+ accumulated in sediment porewater, possibly up to the water-sediment 703 



interface, and later precipitated as Mn-oxides when more oxidizing conditions were reached 704 

again (Klinkhammer and Bender, 1980; Burdige and Gieskes, 1983; Chun et al., 2010). In the 705 

reducing conditions prevailing at the start of MR zone, most reactive Fe minerals (e.g. 706 

ferrihydrite, lepidocrocite; Canfield et al., 1992) whose supply was likely enhanced at this 707 

time (see section 5.2.2.1), would have dissolved and provided an Fe source for MTB. 708 

 709 

In summary, iron isotope and trace element compositions show that the oceanic Fe 710 

biogeochemical cycle was strongly modified during the MECO, from surface to bottom layers 711 

even at a pelagic site, and not only in near-shore environments as previously established 712 

(Savian et al., 2014). Moreover, this led to important redox perturbations within the sediment 713 

column and/or near water-sediment interface.  714 

 715 

 716 

5.3. Iron isotope signature of magnetofossils 717 

 718 

Iron isotope fractionations linked to MTB activity have been examined in a limited number of 719 

previous studies, based on laboratory cultures only (Mandernack et al., 1999; Amor et al., 720 

2016; 2018). The present contribution represents the first attempt to characterize MTB 721 

biogeochemical signature in the sedimentary record. As discussed above (section 5.2.2.2), the 722 

�
56Feoxides vs Mn/Fe trend observed in MR zone sediments can be attributed to a Rayleigh 723 

distillation process related to Fe precipitation as biomagnetite and/or Fe-Mn oxide. However, 724 

the five samples located in the lower part of MR zone are devoid of Mn-oxide and thus 725 

represent a pure magnetite endmember. Though a small portion of it could derive from 726 

increased detrital inputs, most of them fall at the peak abundance of magnetofossils (Savian et 727 

al., 2016). These findings support that δ56Feoxides values of these specific samples can be 728 

ascribed to magnetofossils. They vary from -0.12 to -0.34 ‰ (Table 2). It can be noted that if 729 

10% of the magnetite fraction would be detrital with δ56Fe of 0±0.1‰ (Beard and Johnson, 730 

2004), this would not change the magnetofossil δ56Fe values by more than 0.04‰, which is 731 

negligible. It is thus reasonable to consider these values as representative of magnetofossils. 732 

Assuming the isotope composition of the initial Fe-rich fluid was -0.36 ‰, as deduced from 733 

our Rayleigh model for MR zone (Fig. 6), the Fe isotope fractionation between the modeled 734 

fluid and the purported magnetofossils is comprised between 0.06 and 0.30 ‰, with an 735 

average of 0.19 ± 0.10 ‰. This fractionation is similar, within uncertainty, to the value 736 



determined above from the Rayleigh model even for samples enriched in Mn (0.1‰; Fig. 6). 737 

This implies that Fe depletion relative to Mn may be due to Fe sequestration in magnetite of 738 

magnetotactic bacteria rather that adsorption or co-precipitation to Mn oxides, even though it 739 

cannot be firmly demonstrated.  740 

 741 

The Fe isotope fractionation between fluid and biogenic magnetite determined here (0.1 to 742 

0.3‰) is very low and similar to the one predicted from MTB laboratory cultures by 743 

Mandernack et al. (1999) (Fig. 7), who concluded to negligible fractionation. In the present 744 

samples, the MTB strains that precipitated magnetofossils remain unknown but could possibly 745 

impact the Fe isotope composition through different metabolic pathways. The work by 746 

Mandernack et al. (1999) was conducted on two different MTB strains, MS-1 and MV-1, 747 

cultivated under variable conditions. The strain MS-1 is a freshwater bacterium and was 748 

cultivated under microaerophilic conditions while MV-1 is a marine bacterium and was 749 

grown anaerobically (Mandernack et al., 1999). No significant difference was found between 750 

the two distinct strains in this pioneer study. In contrast, later experimental work reported 751 

strong Fe isotope fractionation for the freshwater strain AMB-1, with biogenic magnetite 752 

depleted in heavy isotope by 2‰ relative to the growth media (Amor et al., 2016, 2018). The 753 

work on AMB-1 also highlighted a unique mass independent signature in biogenic magnetite 754 

(Amor et al., 2016, 2018), where the odd isotope (57Fe) was incorporated preferentially 755 

relative to even isotopes (54Fe, 56Fe, 58Fe). In the present study, the results of the five samples 756 

from the lower part of MR zone are strikingly different from those obtained on AMB-1 since 757 

we observed slight enrichment in heavy isotope (rather than strong depletion, Fig. 7) and no 758 

isotope anomaly on 57Fe. The origin of the discrepancy between the two laboratory cultures 759 

on strains AMB-1 (Amor et al., 2016, 2018) and MV1 and MS-1 (Mandernack et al., 1999) is 760 

not clear (see discussion in Amor et al., 2018) and it is thus difficult to extrapolate them to our 761 

natural environment. It may have arisen from various biological pathways and/or specific 762 

growth conditions such as Fe concentration. It is noteworthy that the overall MTB cells were 763 

found to be positively fractionated relative to the growth media due to storing of heavy Fe 764 

isotopes in the bacterial lysate (membrane, cytoplasm and periplasm) even though 765 

magnetosomes were isotopically light (Amor et al., 2016, 2018). A complete transfer of Fe 766 

from the inner cell reservoirs to magnetosome magnetite would thus impart a slight positive 767 

Fe isotope signature to the magnetite crystals. Finally, the diagenetic processes related to 768 

sediment burial may lead to Fe isotopes exchange between the cells and magnetosomes and 769 

will need to be addressed in the context of natural ancient samples. 770 



 771 

Finally, iron isotope fractionation calculated here between fluids and magnetofossil (+0.1 to 772 

+0.3‰) is low compared with the value determined experimentally between abiotic magnetite 773 

and dissolved Fe(II) (∆56Femag-Fe(II) = 1.5 ‰, Fig. 7; Johnson et al., 2005; Frierdich et al., 774 

2014). This implies that Fe isotope may be used as a tracer of biological magnetite formed by 775 

MTB even for limited fractionation. More work based on laboratory cultures and natural 776 

environment is still required to confirm this result and better define this potential proxy. 777 

 778 

 779 

5.4. Magnetofossil preservation in sedimentary rocks 780 

 781 

Another important result inferred from the present data concerns magnetofossils preservation. 782 

XRD and SEM analyses confirmed the presence of barite (barium sulfate) throughout the 783 

stratigraphic section in Hole 711A, and in particular during the MECO event (Hempel and 784 

Bohrmann, 1990). The presence of sulfates as a solid phase might be a key criterion for 785 

magnetofossils preservation. Indeed, magnetites produced by MTB are poorly preserved in 786 

sediments because they are actively dissolved when aqueous sulfides are produced in 787 

porewaters (Canfield and Berner, 1987; Karlin et al., 1990a; 1990b; Yamazaki et al., 2003; 788 

Kopp and Kirschvink, 2008; Roberts, 2015). If high organic matter flux is exported to a 789 

sediment, dissimilatory iron reduction (DIR), that generates ferruginous conditions in which 790 

MTB thrive, is followed by bacterial sulfate reduction (BSR) that uses dissolved sulfate as the 791 

next electron acceptor (Froelich et al., 1979; Hesse, 1994; Canfield and Thamdrup, 2009). As 792 

a result, many environments in which MTB have flourished do not preserve their magnetic 793 

signature because magnetosomes are ultimately dissolved by BSR-produced sulfides (e.g. 794 

Canfield and Berner, 1987; Emiroglu et al., 2004; Mohamed et al., 2011). At Hole 711A, 795 

important quantities of Ba (up to ~ 1.3 wt %) were recovered at depths with abundant 796 

magnetofossils (MR zone). They are likely due to important barite concentrations derived 797 

from increased primary productivity export and hydrothermal contribution (see section 5.5). 798 

In this environment, the precipitation of barite may have sufficiently decreased the SO4
2-

 799 

concentration in porewaters to prevent abundant sulfide formation by BSR activity and 800 

subsequent magnetite dissolution. Alternatively, all the organic matter in the sediments may 801 

have been degraded before complete anoxia and before BSR could significantly proceed. In 802 

contrast to manganese, the absence of barium concentration drop followed by an enriched 803 

layer in the bulk or in any of the sequentially extracted fractions of the studied interval, 804 



suggests that sulfate reduction and subsequent re-oxidation did not occur or only to a minor 805 

extent (Dymond et al., 1992; Tribovillard et al., 2006). Magnetic and microscopic (TEM) 806 

identification of magnetofossils in Hole 711A samples (Chang et al., 2012; Savian et al., 807 

2016) also show that magnetofossils did not undergo reductive dissolution. In other words, 808 

the ferruginous – sulfidic transition characteristic of diagenetic processes did not happen, or 809 

with only limited sulfides production (also supported by the absence of pyrite in XRD and 810 

SEM analyses; Canfield and Thamdrup, 2009; Roberts, 2015). Hence, optimal environmental 811 

conditions were met for MTB to thrive at the time of MR zone sediments deposition and be 812 

subsequently preserved (Roberts et al., 2011; Roberts, 2015; Savian et al., 2016).  813 

 814 

 815 

5.5. Paleoenvironmental implications for the MECO 816 

 817 

The MECO event has been documented in several Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP) and 818 

ODP sites - including Hole 711A – and represent a global warming event, affecting many 819 

biogeochemical parameters of the atmosphere-ocean system (e.g. Bohaty and Zachos, 2003; 820 

Bohaty et al., 2009; Bijl et al. 2010; Spofforth et al. 2010; Savian et al. 2014, 2016; Edgar et 821 

al., 2020). One of the most visible effect of the MECO at Hole 711A is the shallowing of 822 

calcite compensation depth (CCD), leading to calcite dissolution in the water column and 823 

water-sediment interface (Bohaty et al., 2009). As discussed above, our geochemical data 824 

foster the idea that iron supply to the ocean by aeolian dust fallout was enhanced during the 825 

MECO event. Because Fe is a limiting nutrient to microorganisms, Fe fertilization should 826 

have led to eutrophication of the ocean and increased primary productivity (Martin et al., 827 

1991; Jickells et al., 2005; Boyd and Ellwood, 2010). Previous studies of calcareous and 828 

siliceous microfossil assemblages in worldwide sediments have highlighted such a shift in 829 

trophic state during the MECO (Moebius et al, 2014, 2015; Villa et al., 2014; Witkosky et al., 830 

2012, 2014; Luciani et al., 2010, Toffanin et al., 2011). A similar study is still lacking for the 831 

Indian Ocean though existing for the Southern Ocean. However, barium abundances 832 

measured herein can be used as a paleoproductivity proxy (Dymond et al., 1992; McManus et 833 

al., 1999; Tribovillard et al., 2004; Riquier et al., 2005; Paytan and Griffith, 2007; 834 

Bridgestock et al., 2019), and further support an increase of organic matter (OM) export as a 835 

response to the MECO near Hole 711A (Savian et al., 2016). 836 

Indeed, barite tends to precipitate in supersaturated micro-environments forming from organic 837 



matter degradation, in oceans that are otherwise undersaturated with respect to this mineral 838 

(Dehairs et al., 1980; Dymond et al., 1992; Paytan and Griffith, 2007). As long as sulfate-839 

reduction did not occur, increased Ba concentrations are normally indicative of increased 840 

organic matter burial (Tribovillard et al., 2006). The use of Ba/Al ratio in specific leaches 841 

rather than Ba concentration allows us to avoid any dilution artifacts (which were also 842 

accounted for following the approach of Torfstein et al. (2010), using age model from Savian 843 

et al. (2013), see supplementary material, Table S4). 844 

Both the oxalate and HF fractions present increased Ba/Al ratios within MR zone. Barium 845 

contributions from detrital inputs are considered negligible in pelagic environments (Dymond 846 

et al., 1992; Reitz et al., 2004) and were estimated to only represent a few percent of the total 847 

Ba content in our samples (even using highest Ba/Aldetrital estimates; Reitz et al., 2004). Thus, 848 

high Ba concentrations reported here (up to ~ 1.3 wt % in MR zone) can only be 849 

accommodated by the presence of a Ba-rich phase like barite (BaSO4), of hydrothermal and/or 850 

biogenic origin (Bridgestock et al., 2019). As discussed above in section 5.4, redox re-851 

mobilization/precipitation of barite would have been negligible in our samples. Hydrothermal 852 

input may account for a part of the Ba content measured at Hole 711A since hydrothermal 853 

contribution is evidenced from positive Eu* anomaly. However, it usually represents minor 854 

input even in hydrothermally-dominated Mn/Fe-oxides of sediments located close to venting 855 

sites (Dymond et al., 1992; Paytan and Griffith, 2007). Besides, the sharp Ba/Al increase in 856 

the HF fraction at the MECO (i.e. ~ 187 mbsf) corresponds to a net decrease in Eu*, 857 

suggesting that Ba increase does not primarily reflect hydrothermalism. Similarly, Ba/Al 858 

ratios of the oxalate fraction increase through MR zone while Eu* anomalies are markedly 859 

lower in this zone. Therefore, elevated Ba/Al ratios in our samples from the MECO event 860 

most likely reflect increased export productivity and barite precipitation due to OM decay in 861 

the water column and sediments. 862 

Enhancement of primary productivity through iron fertilization creates ideal conditions for 863 

MTB growth and expansion in sediments because it provides a source of both Fe and OM, 864 

and generates suboxic zones from OM decay (Roberts et al., 2011; Chang et al., 2012; Villa et 865 

al., 2014). A decrease of dissolved oxygen level in the ocean is also favored by increased gas 866 

exchange in warmer and higher atmospheric CO2 condition characteristic of hyperthermal 867 

events (Chun et al., 2010). The relations between Fe isotope composition and Mn content 868 

observed in our dataset show that important redox changes occurred in the open Indian Ocean 869 

in response to the MECO event. Together with the lower redox limit fixed by the continuous 870 



presence of barite, the various geochemical proxies presented here thus show that ideal 871 

environmental conditions close to the manganous-ferruginous zone were met for MTB to 872 

thrive in MR zone. 873 

 874 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY 875 

 876 

Our study represents the first attempt to characterize the geochemical biosignature of MTB in 877 

the sedimentary record. We combine Fe isotopes with major and trace elements to describe 878 

magnetofossils in relation with the complex environmental changes of the MECO and we 879 

shed light on analytical and theoretical difficulties that can arise from ancient natural samples 880 

compared to laboratory investigations. 881 

Because Fe is a major constituent of numerous mineralogical phases, bulk Fe isotope 882 

measurements from sedimentary rocks are unlikely to mirror solely that of magnetite (Figs. 2e 883 

and 4f), even though the latter might dominate the magnetic signal. A selective extraction of 884 

magnetite is required for magnetofossils interpretation. Here we show that magnetite isotopic 885 

composition can be more or less contaminated through chemical extraction depending on the 886 

mineralogy of the treated samples. Therefore, a great attention must be paid to sample 887 

lithology before application of a sequential extraction procedure in order to (i) optimize the 888 

extraction protocol, (ii) apply possible numerical corrections and (iii) critically interpret the 889 

results. In the future, magnetic extraction followed by isotopic measurements will have to be 890 

tested as an alternative to chemical extraction. The main challenge will be to obtain 891 

chemically pure fraction in sufficient amount for geochemical analyses. The small grain size 892 

(i.e. submicrometer) may limit our ability to separate and purify magnetically the magnetite 893 

fraction. 894 

In sediments from ODP Hole 711A, complementary analyses of the other Fe-bearing phases 895 

allowed us for correction and interpretation of the true magnetite δ56Fe values in the 896 

magnetofossil-rich stratigraphic interval, specifically in the lower part of MR zone where no 897 

Fe-Mn oxides were present. Although magnetofossils from MR zone did not record highly 898 

negative and/or mass-independent fractionation as expected from some laboratory studies 899 

(Amor et al., 2016; 2018), the slightly positive fractionation (~ 0.1-0.3‰) is distinguishable 900 

from that of abiotic magnetite (Johnson et al., 2005; Frierdich et al., 2014) and can therefore 901 



be used as a biosignature for MTB in past environments. More work on natural and laboratory 902 

samples is needed to assess the dependence of this fractionation on parameters such as MTB 903 

strain, concentration of bioavailable Fe, conditions of preservation of the cell and 904 

magnetosomes through time.  905 

Importantly, our results suggest that the presence of sulfate minerals could be a prerequisite 906 

for magnetofossils preservation in environments where dissolved sulfates are present, as the 907 

capture of sulfate could reduce the production of sulfides in suboxic/anoxic settings and thus 908 

the dissolution of magnetite.  909 

Finally, several geochemical proxies are used to describe the paleoenvironmental changes 910 

occurring during the MECO and recorded at deep pelagic site ODP Hole 711A. Specifically, 911 

increased Fe supply to the surface Indian Ocean most likely affected the biogeochemical 912 

cycle of this element down to pelagic settings and increased primary productivity of the 913 

ocean, which may have supported the recovery from the MECO warming. Higher OM export 914 

to the sediments explain the shift to lower redox potential conditions observed in MR zone 915 

and increased Ba concentrations. Thereby, this influenced mineral dissolution (e.g. Mn-916 

oxides, reactive Fe-oxyhydroxides) and precipitation (e.g. magnetite) in the sediment and 917 

allowed MTB to flourish and be subsequently preserved, as a consequence of the MECO. 918 
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Fig. 1. Map showing paleo-position on a 40 Ma reconstruction (a) and present position (b) of 

ODP Site 711A (green dot) and other sites were the MECO event has been reported (black 

dots on left figure) (modified from Savian et al., 2016). The maps were plotted using a 

paleogeographic reconstruction created using the Ocean Drilling Stratigraphic Network 

(GEOMAR, Kiel, Germany) website. Considering a half spreading rate of about 1.5 cm/yr 

since ~ 45 Ma (Merkouriev and Sotchevanova, 2003), ODP Site 711A would have lied less 

than 100 km away from the central Indian and Carlsberg ridges at the time of the MECO 

event (schematically represented in white here; SW IR and SE IR on right figure stand for 

South West and South East Indian Ridges, respectively).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
Fig. 2. Stratigraphic variations of selected geochemical indicators in the bulk sediment and 

HF fraction (see subscript bulk or HF on axis title). (A) From left to right: lithological log 

(modified after Backman et al., 1988), calcareous nannofossil zonation (Okada and Bukry, 

1980; Martini, 1971) and magnetic polarity sequence (modified after Savian et al., 2016). (B) 

Calcite concentrations, which approach 0 in MR zone, indicating that Hole 711A lied below 

the CCD at this time. (C) Fe and Al concentrations. (D) Fe/Al molar ratios. Iron isotope 

compositions in (E) bulk sediment and (F) HF fraction. Both δ56Fe values exhibit similar and 

restricted values and no clear stratigraphic trend. Error bars correspond to 1σ values. 

Following Savian et al. (2013), the MECO’s peak (~40 Ma) would occur at the start of MR 

zone. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Fig. 3. Correlations between bulk aluminum, iron and calcite concentrations in ODP Site 

711A sediments. Al and Fe concentrations axes were broken for better visibility of sample 

‘186.91 mbsf’, which shows a strong enrichment in Al and Fe relative to other samples. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Fig. 4. Stratigraphic variations of selected geochemical indicators in the oxalate fraction. (A) 

From left to right: lithological log (modified after Backman et al., 1988), calcareous 

nannofossil zonation (Okada and Bukry, 1980; Martini, 1971) and magnetic polarity sequence 

(modified after Savian et al. 2016). (B) Fe concentrations, (C) Fe/Al and (D) Mn/Al molar 

ratios. (E) δ56Feoxa values measured in the oxalate fraction. (F) δ56Feoxides values correspond to 

δ56Feoxa values corrected from silicate-Fe contaminations arising from the oxalic acid 

ammonium oxalate (OA-AO) extraction step (see Discussion in 5.1). δ56Feoxides exhibit a 

slightly broader range of variations and more negative absolute values. Error bars correspond 

to 1σ values. Following Savian et al. (2013), the MECO’s peak (~40 Ma) would occur at the 

start MR zone. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Fig. 5. Shale-normalized REE+Y patterns of the bulk sediments (top) and oxalate fraction 

(bottom), shown in a logarithmic scale. All REE and Y concentrations were normalized to 

Post Archean Australian Shale (PAAS; Taylor and McLennan, 1995). Green curves 

correspond to samples from MR zone.  



 

Fig. 6. Evolution of δ56Fe versus Mn/Fe molar ratio in MR zone samples for the “oxide 

fraction” (i.e. silicate-corrected oxalate fraction). (A) Solid black line represents the 

logarithmic linear regression curve fitting the data (y=-1.109ln(x)-0.6798, correlation 

coefficient R2 = 0.947). (B) Comparison between the fluid (blue) and Fe-Mn oxides (orange) 

isotopic composition modeled with Rayleigh fractionation equations and the “oxide fraction” 

data. The modeled δ56Fe of Fe-Mn oxides (orange) represents Fe included in magnetites and 

possibly Mn-oxides forming in diverse redox conditions (see main text for details). The 

calculated initial fluid composition and fractionation factor are 0.36 ‰ and 0.09 ‰, 

respectively. The four Mn-depleted samples (187.02, 186.91, 185.46 and 185.49 mbsf) have 

similar Mn/Fe lying close to 0 but variable δ56Fe and thus cannot be perfectly fitted. Relative 

to the modeled fluid, at similar Mn/Fe ratios, they express a fractionation ranging from ~ 0.06 

to 0.30 ‰. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Fig. 7. Comparison of Fe isotope fractionations (∆56Fe) recorded in magnetofossils (this 

study) and magnetites formed experimentally by various MTB strains (MV-1, MS-1, AMB-1) 

and abiotic pathways. ∆56Fe (in ‰) is defined as the difference in δ56Fe values between 

magnetite crystals and dissolved Fe of the solution they precipitated from. Note that isotopic 

fractionation determined in our study has small absolute values, close to those of Mandernack 

et al. (1999), but is clearly distinguishable from that recorded by abiotic magnetite (Frierdich 

et al., 2014). All error bars of the present data are smaller than symbols size. 



 

Table 1 

Selected major and trace element concentrations (in weight percent), normalized to aluminum or iron (as molar ratios) and cerium and europium 
anomalies (Ce* and Eu*, respectively) for the bulk, oxalate and HF fractions.  

Sample Fraction Zone Depth CaCO3 Fe Al Mn Ba Fe/Al Mn/Al Ba/Al Mn/Fe Eu* Ce* 

(mbsf*) (wt. %) (molar)   

C19 S6 10 Bulk C 180.01 92.5 0.63 0.43 0.09 0.08 0.72 0.20 0.04 0.14 1.5 0.3 

C19 S6 80.5 Bulk C 180.72 88.6 0.68 0.42 0.09 0.09 0.78 0.22 0.04 0.14 1.5 0.3 
C20 S1 50 Bulk C 182.60            
C20 S1 110 Bulk C 183.20 72.7 0.80 0.66 0.14 0.08 0.59 0.21 0.02 0.17 1.4 0.4 
C20 S2 20 Bulk C 183.81 68.5 0.85 0.57 0.17 0.10 0.72 0.31 0.04 0.21 1.5 0.4 
C20 S2 50 Bulk B 184.10 35.6 1.35 1.07 0.39 0.31 0.61 0.36 0.06 0.29 1.8 0.5 
C20 S2 80 Bulk B 184.41 0.9 1.52 1.38 0.08 0.56 0.53 0.06 0.08 0.05 2.2 0.6 
C20 S2 111.5 Bulk B 184.72 1.8 1.62 1.25 0.05 0.39 0.63 0.04 0.06 0.03 1.9 0.6 
C20 S2 131 Bulk B 184.92 0.9 1.73 1.28 1.26 0.51 0.66 0.99 0.08 0.74 2.0 0.6 
C20 S3 20 Bulk B 185.31            
C20 S3 38 Bulk B 185.49 1.0 1.91 1.50 0.02 0.44 0.62 0.01 0.06 0.01 1.8 0.6 
C20 S3 45 Bulk B 185.56 1.3 1.97 1.45 0.01 0.35 0.66 0.01 0.05 0.01 1.7 0.6 
C20 S4 31 Bulk B 186.91 2.7 5.37 4.74 0.05 1.24 0.55 0.01 0.05 0.01 1.8 0.5 
C20 S4 40 Bulk B 187.02            
C20 S4 80.5 Bulk A 187.41 87.6 0.49 0.38 0.09 0.06 0.62 0.24 0.03 0.19 1.4 0.3 
C20 S4 110 Bulk A 187.71 89.3 0.50 0.37 0.07 0.07 0.66 0.20 0.04 0.15 1.4 0.3 
C20 S5 38 Bulk A 188.49 85.6 0.59 0.51 0.11 0.10 0.56 0.21 0.04 0.18 1.5 0.3 

               

C19 S6 10 Oxalate C 180.01  0.10 0.03 0.07 0.01 1.67 1.24 0.09 0.74 14.7 0.8 
C19 S6 80.5 Oxalate C 180.72  0.04 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.94 1.09 0.14 1.15 27.2 0.9 
C20 S1 50 Oxalate C 182.60  0.03 0.03 0.07 0.04 0.50 1.10 0.22 2.18 29.8 1.1 
C20 S1 110 Oxalate C 183.20  0.04 0.03 0.09 0.01 0.65 1.38 0.07 2.12 8.7 0.8 
C20 S2 20 Oxalate C 183.81  0.06 0.03 0.11 0.02 0.91 1.90 0.13 2.09 57.4 2.2 
C20 S2 50 Oxalate B 184.10  0.07 0.04 0.30 0.05 0.82 3.63 0.25 4.44 10.1 1.6 
C20 S2 80 Oxalate B 184.41  0.04 0.06 0.03 0.08 0.38 0.30 0.28 0.81 2.2 0.6 
C20 S2 111.5 Oxalate B 184.72  0.06 0.05 0.02 0.09 0.59 0.19 0.36 0.33 3.0 0.6 
C20 S2 131 Oxalate B 184.92  0.11 0.07 0.97 0.09 0.76 6.83 0.26 8.99 1.6 0.6 
C20 S3 20 Oxalate B 185.31  0.05 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.36 0.54 0.28 1.48 2.4 0.6 



 

C20 S3 38 Oxalate B 185.49  0.05 0.07 0.00 0.08 0.33 0.01 0.25 0.02 2.2 0.6 
C20 S3 45 Oxalate B 185.56  0.07 0.06 0.00 0.08 0.49 0.01 0.24 0.02 2.1 0.5 
C20 S4 31 Oxalate B 186.91  0.14 0.05 0.00 0.07 1.46 0.03 0.28 0.02 6.4 0.5 
C20 S4 40 Oxalate B 187.02  0.21 0.05 0.00 0.06 1.95 0.04 0.22 0.02 3.6 0.4 
C20 S4 80.5 Oxalate A 187.41  0.03 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.81 1.67 0.22 2.07 54.8 1.6 
C20 S4 110 Oxalate A 187.71  0.03 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.85 1.36 0.17 1.60 24.3 0.8 
C20 S5 38 Oxalate A 188.49  0.03 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.74 1.87 0.20 2.54 25.4 1.1 

               

C19 S6 10 HF C 180.01  0.72 0.40 0.03 0.04 0.88 0.04 0.02 0.04 2.4 0.7 
C19 S6 80.5 HF C 180.72  0.48 0.33 0.02 0.03 0.70 0.02 0.02 0.03 3.9 0.9 
C20 S1 50 HF C 182.60  0.71 0.86 0.02 0.05 0.40 0.01 0.01 0.02 3.6 1.0 
C20 S1 110 HF C 183.20  0.56 0.55 0.02 0.05 0.50 0.01 0.02 0.03 3.0 0.7 
C20 S2 20 HF C 183.81  0.66 0.50 0.02 0.07 0.64 0.02 0.03 0.03 3.3 0.7 
C20 S2 50 HF B 184.10  0.99 0.84 0.02 0.21 0.57 0.01 0.05 0.03 9.9 1.3 
C20 S2 80 HF B 184.41  1.19 1.16 0.02 0.44 0.50 0.01 0.07 0.01 6.3 0.6 
C20 S2 111.5 HF B 184.72  1.31 1.07 0.02 0.24 0.59 0.01 0.04 0.01 3.4 0.6 
C20 S2 131 HF B 184.92  1.32 1.06 0.03 0.38 0.60 0.01 0.07 0.02 5.6 0.6 
C20 S3 20 HF B 185.31  1.40 1.15 0.02 0.32 0.59 0.01 0.05 0.02 4.1 0.6 
C20 S3 38 HF B 185.49  1.37 1.22 0.01 0.37 0.54 0.00 0.06 0.01 4.3 0.6 
C20 S3 45 HF B 185.56  1.54 1.30 0.01 0.29 0.57 0.00 0.04 0.01 3.4 0.6 
C20 S4 31 HF B 186.91  4.42 4.50 0.04 0.97 0.48 0.00 0.04 0.01 2.1 0.5 
C20 S4 40 HF B 187.02  3.99 4.11 0.03 1.19 0.47 0.00 0.06 0.01 2.4 0.5 
C20 S4 80.5 HF A 187.41  0.37 0.31 0.01 0.02 0.57 0.02 0.01 0.03 5.0 1.2 
C20 S4 110 HF A 187.71  0.39 0.31 0.01 0.02 0.61 0.01 0.01 0.02 5.2 1.1 
C20 S5 38 HF A 188.49  0.47 0.43 0.01 0.04 0.53 0.01 0.02 0.03 6.4 1.1 

* mbsf: meters below seafloor. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Table 2. 
Iron isotope compositions in the bulk, HF, and oxalate fractions, as well as in the silicate-corrected- oxalate fraction (‘oxides’), expressed in 

permil (‰).�56Feoxa represents the average of duplicate measurements (including full chemical treatment). Errors are expressed as 2 standard 

deviations (SD) in permil.  

Sample Zone Depth �
56Febulk 2 SD �

56FeHF 2 SD �
56Feoxa 2 SD �

56Feoxides 2 SD 

    (mbsf*) (‰) (‰) (‰) (‰) (‰) (‰) (‰) (‰) 

           

C19 S6 10 C 180.01   -0.08 0.05 -0.44 0.14 -0.52 0.28 

C19 S6 80.5 C 180.72 -0.15 0.03 -0.18 0.07 -0.50 0.10 -0.53 0.17 

C20 S1 50 C 182.60   0.01 0.05 -0.53 0.09 -0.59 0.11 

C20 S1 110 C 183.20   -0.04 0.03 -0.45 0.05 -0.49 0.07 

C20 S2 20 C 183.81 -0.16 0.03 -0.08 0.08 -0.48 0.05 -0.53 0.08 
C20 S2 50 B 184.10 -0.16 0.03 -0.08 0.05 -0.76 0.04 -0.85 0.06 

C20 S2 80 B 184.41 -0.13 0.02 -0.13 0.19 -0.61 0.03 -0.71 0.13 

C20 S2 111.5 B 184.72 -0.12 0.02 -0.01 0.09 -0.54 0.03 -0.65 0.07 

C20 S2 131 B 184.92 -0.17 0.06 -0.05 0.04 -0.79 0.04 -0.94 0.07 

C20 S3 20 B 185.31 -0.09 0.06 -0.09 0.05 -0.34 0.03 -0.34 0.10 

C20 S3 38 B 185.49 -0.12 0.03 -0.18 0.04 -0.25 0.05 -0.12 0.11 

C20 S3 45 B 185.56 -0.18 0.01 -0.18 0.03 -0.34 0.04 -0.30 0.08 

C20 S4 31 B 186.91   -0.10 0.01 -0.18 0.04 -0.17 0.04 

C20 S4 40 B 187.02 -0.12 0.03 -0.03 0.10 -0.27 0.05 -0.26 0.05 

C20 S4 80.5 A 187.41 -0.08 0.05 -0.03 0.13 -0.49 0.06 -0.55 0.10 

C20 S4 110 A 187.71 -0.10 0.02 -0.11 0.04 -0.46 0.04 -0.48 0.07 

C20 S5 38 A 188.49 -0.08 0.02 -0.04 0.03 -0.55 0.08 -0.61 0.11 

* mbsf: meters below seafloor. 
 




